
 

A short technical guide
to

BigBlueButton

0. Preliminary remarks

0.1 Purpose of this introduction

This is a really short technical introduction. At best, this text will help you get 
into the seminar room with the camera running and the microphone on and 
look around a bit.

For more extensive explanations of BigBlueButton it is worth taking a look at 
https://bigbluebutton.org.

0.2 Technical requirements

We use BigBlueButton (short: BBB) for the online workshops and seminars, a 
web conferencing system especially for so-called digital learning. No special 
software is required for BBB, it runs in a browser. Please make sure that you 
have a sufficient data connection or bandwidth, see below for more 
information.

As a participant with a PC/notebook, you will need the Firefox or 
Chrome/Chromium browser.

Do you want to participate with your Android cell phone: BigBlueButton runs 
in the default Chrome browser on Android 6.0+. You can test it at 
https://demo.bigbluebutton.org/.

You can also participate with an iOS mobile phone: a standard Safari mobile 
browser on iOS 12.2+ is enough, to test on https://demo.bigbluebutton.org/.



It is also useful to have a microphone so that you can join in the conversation 
and participate in small group work.

A camera (webcam) can be switched on, but does not have to be at all.

A headset is recommended for listening and speaking. Although BBB has a 
built-in echo cancellation, the speech clarity is usually even higher when using 
a headset and microphone (both in one: headset :-)

If you have the choice between WIFI/WLAN and LAN, then use the wired 
connection (LAN), which eliminates frequent interference from other WLAN or 
Bluetooth devices.

0.3 Data privacy

Your first name may be recorded in order to make the discussions traceable in 
the minutes. Whether this is okay for everyone will be clarified at the beginning
of the online workshop. In case of doubt, no data will be logged.

BBB does not offer the possibility for participants to record the seminar. 
Nevertheless, we would like to point out that a recording of the seminar by 
means of third-party software, e.g. via screenshot or cast, is not permitted. 
This would be a violation of the personal rights of the participants.

The BBB application runs on a server of the IT collective makeutopia (make 
Utopia GmbH). What happens to your personal data as a participant, i.e. 
"visitor of the website" of makeutopia, is documented by makeutopia: 
https://www.makeutopia.de/overview/datenschutz

1. Test bandwidth

For participants (in BBB-speak: viewers) an upstram bandwidth of 0.5 Mbit/sec 
(500 Kbit/sec) is recommended if both audio and video of the participants are 
to be sent to the other participants or to the BBB server. At least 1 Mbit/sec 
should be available as download bandwidth.

If you don't want to send video, the required upstream bandwidth is reduced to
far below 0.5 Mbit/sec.

The bandwidths you can actually use (upstream and downstream) can be 
tested on these pages:
https://www.speedtest.net/
https://breitbandmessung.de/

If the upstream bandwidth seems (too) low, just turn off the camera.

https://www.speedtest.net/
https://breitbandmessung.de/


2. The room

If you call a link to a BBB room with the browser, you are asked to enter your 
seminar name. This can be quite creative potential, but does not have to - you 
can choose any (but preferably not tasteless) name. The name is only linked to 
you for the duration of your stay in the seminar room.

With ENTER you enter the seminar room.

First, you have the choice to participate with microphone or just listen:

Figure: Query when entering if you want to talk or just listen.

Click on the corresponding icon. After that your browser will probably ask if and
which microphone you want to share. Select the appropriate microphone there.

If you have selected the wrong microphone or something else is not working 
with the audio connection, you can click on the receiver icon   below the 
seminar room to select a different microphone, for example. It can also help to 
terminate the audio connection after clicking on the receiver symbol   
(click on "Terminate audio"). Clicking again on the now crossed out receiver 
symbol  will re-establish the audio connection.

To activate the camera, click on the camera icon  below the seminar room. 
In the "webcam settings" pop-up window, you can specify the video quality - 
here you can save on the data flow. We recommend the setting "low".

The seminar room (also short: room) consists of (at least) three areas. There 
is the actual room with the blackboard or presentation and the video images of 
the (visible) participants. On the far left there is a kind of menu, which can be 
used to display the chat messages (Public Chat) or the shared notes. This area 
can be shown or hidden by clicking on the person icon .

The chat is available for all participants. The shared notes can only be edited 
by the moderator, the content can be saved by everyone (locally) by clicking 
on the arrow symbol . In the menu column you can also see the users in the 
room, and if other rooms are open for small groups (breakout rooms), this can 
also be seen there.



The chat is available for all participants. The shared notes can only be edited 
by the moderator, the content can be saved by everyone (locally) by clicking 
on the arrow symbol . IIn the menu column you can also see the users in the 
room, and if other rooms are open for small groups (breakout rooms), this can 
also be seen there.

Figure: Room in BBB

The own settings can be edited by pressing the buttons below the panel: 
button with telephone handset/headphone   : microphone yes/no, if yes,
which microphone; button with camera: camera yes/no  , if yes, which 
camera, which quality of the video signal.

You can activate or mute the microphone. To do this, click on the microphone 
icon  . ou should mute it when you are not speaking to avoid noise. It can 
also happen that the moderator mutes you when you are not speaking. With 
one click, you can activate the microphone again.

In case the presentation disappeared once, you can restore it by clicking the 
projecion screen icon   in the bottom right corner.

If you have problems with the connection quality, it can help if you click on the 
connection icon in the upper right corner and set the item Webcams enabled to
off.

f you have problems with the connection quality, it can help if you click on the 
connection icon  in the upper right corner and set the option Webcams 
enabled to off.



If you click on the three dots in the upper right corner of the seminar room, 
you will find further setting options. Also behind the three dots is the Logout to 
leave the seminar room. You can also simply close the tab or the browser to 
leave the room.

Figure: three dot menu

3. Small group work in the breakout room

The virtual rooms for small groups, called breakout rooms in BBB, have special,
quite purposeful features. First of all, when entering the room, the microphone 
has to be selected again and an echo test has to be performed - this has to be 
done every time the room is changed, i.e. also when re-entering the seminar 
room. Also the video camera is to be selected for this room, as already before 
for the seminar room.

In the breakout rooms all users have all rights (user symbol: square). The room 
can be left simply by closing the browser window (alternatively: click the three-
dot menu in the upper right corner, then click Logout).

4. Behavior in the room

Various participants, speakers and moderators will be present in the room. The 
speaker and moderator will decide how exactly communication will take place 
in the respective event.

The chat will most likely play an important role in all events. There you can 
virtually raise your hand for discussion. For example, with a simple *. There you
can also ask technical questions, for example if you have problems with the 
audio connection.

We expect good interaction with each other. Please let everyone talk in peace 
and do not interrupt anyone.



5. Presentation (for speakers)

Usually you have already sent us your presentation in advance. This was then 
already uploaded in the room and is available to you.

Typically, no animations or embedded media are possible in the presentations. 
Each slide is converted into a PDF on the server. It is also not easy to fade in 
key points one after the other. In exceptional cases, it is possible to clarify with 
the moderator sufficiently in advance if animations absolutely must be used. 
Then the moderator can possibly make the presentation available via screen 
sharing.

With a click on the plus symbol at the bottom left, presentations can be 
selected, polls can be started or external videos (YouTube, Vimeo, Instructure 
Media, Twitch, Dailymotion and mp4 files on the Internet) can be displayed. 
Presentations and videos are controlled centrally for all by the Referent:in.

With a click on the plus symbol  at the bottom left, presentations can be 
selected, polls can be started or external videos (YouTube, Vimeo, Instructure 
Media, Twitch, Dailymotion and mp4 files on the Internet) can be displayed. 
Presentations and videos are controlled centrally for all by the speaker.

Figure: Possible actions for users with moderation rights

It is technically possible to start a screen share by clicking on the screen icon
 at the bottom center. However, this is only useful in exceptional cases. 

Screen sharing requires a lot of bandwidth from the participants and even more
bandwidth and performance from the instructor's computer.



6. Everything else

For more information and to contact tech support, visit the congress speakers 
page.


